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Vicks warm steam vaporiser manual

k Manufacturing quality healthcare products for 75 yearsKaz USA, Inc. 250 Road Road Road in Southborough, MA • 01772 • U.S. www.kaz.com • consumerrelations@kaz.comThe Vicks® Hot Steam manufactured by Kaz USA, Inc. under license from Procter & Gamble Corp., Cincinnati, OH 45202. VICKS, Shield Design, Steam Design and other related
trademarks are owned by Procter &amp; Gamble.  VapoPads is a registered trademark owned by Kaz Inc., Southborough, MA 01772©2011 All rights reserved. Kaz USA, IncMade in Mexico And by U.S. Patent No. D529,159 other patents pending use and manual handling of ® Mars Steam HotModel V150SGN Series If you have any questions about the
operation of your Vicks® steaming, Call our free consumer service line 800 477-0457If evaporating does not produce steam after 10 minutes to add 1-2 pinches (1/8 teaspoon) of salt. Wait another 10 minutes. If Mars still doesn't produce steam add another pinch or two of salt as needed (up to 1/2 teaspoon). Important information!kProven quality health
products for 75 years fill and clean a container. Important! Read and save these instructions Note: Please do not add salt to your vapil every time you activate the product.  Salt will intensify over time You may not have to repeat 2 Important safety instructions Read all instructions before using Maddah, especially these basic safety measures:Important! For
the most efficient and available use of your vapiling, please read and save these instructions... Especially those concerned with adding salt to the water. In soft areas of water, salt may be needed in the water to create steam. In hard water areas, the steam will run without extra salt!! Warning: Keep the kids away We recognise that many of our customers use
confessions in homes with young children. Carefully monitor your children when using Maeda, especially reptile babies and toddlers. Please be sure to take the time to instruct them that Maeda is not the toy... This is a serious device that produces hot steam and can cause severe burns and injuries if they come into contact with the unit. Place the fumes in an
area where both the fumes and the power cord are out of reach for children. Read and save these instructions 1.  Maeda should always be placed on a solid, flat, waterproof surface at least five feet from its bed and out of reach of patients and children. Make sure the maeda is in stable condition and the power cord is not on the way to prevent the fumes from
overturning.   2. Before using the maeda, extend the cable and check for signs of damage. Do not use maeda if cable is damaged.   3. Do not place the steam directly on wooden furniture or other surfaces that can be damaged by water. Protect by placing the steam on a non-metallic waterproof surface.  4. Place the fumes in an area that is out of reach of
children.  5. Do not operate outdoors; This device is intended for internal use.  6. Do not remove the head of steam during operation or within 20 minutes after detaching it. Serious injury can result.  7. Don't touch steam fumes. Steam can cause burns. Do not add liquid or epoque volatile volatiles when the steam is connected to the system or is running.  8.
Do not operate without water. Disconnect unit when container is empty.  9. Do not cover or add objects into any va fumes openings. Do not pour liquid inhalation into Vapopad slots or into the steam socket. 11. Do not immerse the head of steam in water or other liquids. Do not pour water into the steam socket or into Vapopad 12 slots.  Evaporating should
always be disconnected and emptied when not in operation or when cleaning. Unplug the fumes before moving.  Do not move or tilt the steam while it is running. Unplug and detach the fumes with dry hands. 13. Do not leave the fumes unattended in a closed room, as the air may be saturated and leave an occupation on walls or furniture. Leave the room
door partially open. Do not direct a socket directly at children, walls or furniture.  14. This maeda has a polarized plug (one blade wider than the other) as a safety feature. This plug will fit into a polarized socket in just one way. If the plug does not fully fit in the socket, flip the plug. If this is not yet appropriate, contact a qualified electrician. Do not attempt to
defeat this safety feature.  15.! CAUTION: To avoid the risk of fire, shock or bodily injury, do not use extension cord. 16. Steam requires regular cleaning. Check the cleaning instructions and follow.  17. Do not try to carry by the head of steam. The steam should only be transferred when disconnected and allowed to cool for 20-30 minutes.  The fumes should
only be carried by the bowl. 18. For residential use only 23 Vicks ® diagram manual parts of the owner: A. Finger grips D. Night light lens b. Steam Guard E. Medicine C. Outdoor Hat F. Important protective housing! For the most efficient and safest use of ourvaporizer, please read and save these instructions... Especially those concerned with adding salt to
the water. In soft areas of water, salt should be added to the water for the eaten eds. In hard water areas, the medida may operate without extra salt. Warning: Keeping out of reach of children we recognise that many of our customers use IDEs in homes with young children. Carefully monitor your children when using Maeda, especially reptile and purifying
babies. Please be sure to take the time to instruct them that Maeda is not the toy... This is a devout medical device that produces hot fumes and can cause burns and serious injuries if they do not move away from it. Maeda should always be placed on a solid, flat, waterproof surface at least four metres from the stand and out of reach of the patients and
children. Make sure the maeda is in stable condition and the power cord is out of the way to prevent Maeda from being agitated or overturned. Protect the floor, carpet or furniture by placing the fumes on a non-metallic, waterproof, heat-resistant person Adding salt for steam flow: Steam output depends directly on the mineral content of the water and the
dead you add. For the maeda to operate in areas of low or moderate mineral water, add 3-4 pins of salt (1/8 teaspoon) to the water and mix them thoroughly. If adequate steam flow is not achieved after ten minutes, add an extra PINCH or two if necessary and mix thoroughly. CAUTION: Add salt only by pinch, as too much salt can cause excessive boiling, a
blown fuse or striped circuit breaker. If you live in a hard water area, the steam may work well without a salt supplement. The salt and minerals left in the water remain in the steam and do not affect the purity of steam. Use a grip on your finger when handling a steam unit, which grips the back of the outside cover. See Figure C.Do not move a ud when using.
If you have questions about the operation of your evaporating, call our free consumer relationship line: 1-800-477-0457. Instructions: 1. Decrypt cable before use. Failure to do so could cause overheating and a potential fire risk. Always disconnect the cable from an electrical outlet before removing the unit or when not in use. Allow Ade to cool down before
treatment. 2. Fill a water tank. Remove steam unit twist and lift by aligning arrows on the head and bowl. (Figure A) Fill a container with tap water to water level marking onbowl. (Figure B) Don't convert the who. Vicks Idoizer may also be filled with a large sink or bathtub. 3. Add salt. For low or moderate mineral content tap water, add 4 to 5 pins (1/8
teaspoon) of plain salt to the water and mix well. Salt has no effect on the purity of steam or medicine. CAUTION: Too much ballet can cause excessive boiling or a blown fuse. 4. Replace steam unit. Hold the steam unit for ten seconds to allow water to enter the housing and seat it safely in a water tank. If the steam unit is floating, the tank is more than full.
(Figure C) 5. Place the fumes in a safe position. Maeda should always be placed on a solid, flat surface at least four metres from the bed and out of reach of the patients and children. Make sure the maeda is in stable condition and the power cord is not on the way to prevent Ada from being agitated or overturned. Protect the floor, carpet or furniture by
placing the fumes on a non-metallic, waterproof, heat-resistant surface. CAUTION: Do not direct the flow of steam directly to the patient, walls or furniture. You'll still get the moisture level you want. Keep out of reach of children. Steam can cause serious burns. 6. From evaporating inhalation: For best results fill the drug in the steam unit (located just above
the SteamGuard Grill) with 1 cup of mezp. (Figure D) If you are using Vicks VapoSteam ® follow the instructions on the VapoSteam package. Please note the cleaning instructions in question in the Daily And a handling and cleaning clause. NOTE: Vicks VapoSteam has put directly into thevaporizer water tank (see VapoSteam package instructions) that
should not be placed in the drug mug. (Figure D) 7. Connect the power cord to a 110-120V AC outlet in good condition, and you've had at least 15 amps. Do not use blood pressure cables. This product features a polarized plug (one blade wider than that) as a safety feature. This plug will fit into a polarizedout in just one way. If the plug does not fully fit in the
socket, flip the plug. If this is not yet appropriate, contact a qualified electrician. Do not attempt to defeat this safety feature. Mars will produce a gentle flow of steam in a few minutes. If steam doesn't start in ten minutes, you may need to add salt. Please refer to the troubleshooting list. Thevaporizer will automatically stop producing when the water has
reached the minimum level (approximately 3/4inch from the bottom of the tank). The night light will remain dudding, suggesting the redness has been lodged in. Always unplug a steam unit and allow it to cool before removing a water tank. Do not lift or move the fumes while it is in use. 8. Use fresh water and a fresh inhaler every time you use edation. 9. After
each use. Empty water that's not in the water tank. Shake the container gently back and forth to remove any remaining water. Rinse the container thoroughly, drain and wipe with a clean dry cloth. Note: If you use Vicks VapoSteam be sure any residue in a water tank is thoroughly clean. See the Handling and Cleaning section. Important: To maintain proper
operation of your fumes, be sure to follow treatment and protection instructions. Special comments changing color/black particles after use, the water residue at the bottom of the container may contain black particles, and, in some areas the water and the bottom of the container may eel. These conditions are normal and do not affect the purity of steam or the
drug. The container is easily cleaned with soap and water. Rinse and dry the container after cleaning. Ventilation When mars is used in closed or small rooms, proper ventilation should be checked from time to time, excheby moisture may cause condensation heat on the walls. Warning to keep out of reach of children. Carefully monitor children when the
fumes are running, especially infants and toddlers. Mars produces hot fumes that can cause severe burns. Terms of sale as a sales condition, the purchaser takes responsibility for the proper handling and use of this compliance in accordance with our printed instructions. The purchaser or user must judge for himself or herself when to use it and the duration
of use. Vaporizador Vicks ® manual de instrucciones diagram de PIEZAS: A. Rebordes para los dedos D. Piloto luminoso B. Dispositivo de protección contra to steam E. recipiente para medicamentos C. Tapón externo F. Defense is important! To use the maeda most efficiently and 77, read and save on these instructions, especially those relating to the
combination of salt in the water. Where the water is soft, salt must be added to achieve steam. However, in areas where the water is rough, your steam may work without adding salt. Warning: Entrenched within reach of the children we know that many of our customers use Maeda in their homes in the presence of young children. Keep a close eye on
children when using maeda, especially babies who crawl or start walking. Please make them realize that Maeda is not a game but a serious medical device whose hot fuses can burn or serious injury if they approach. Evaporating should always be placed on a solid, flat, waterproof surface, at least 1m (4ft) from the beds and out of reach of patients and
children. To keep someone from moving or turning the fumes, make sure their position is stable and that no one can mess with the power cord. To avoid hitting the floor, carpet or furniture, place the fumes on a non-metallic, waterproof and brown surface. Combination of salt and steam production: Steam production is improved directly with the mineral
content of the water and the amount of salt added. For the elvaporizer to work properly in places where the mineral content of the water is low or moderate, add 3-4 pinch of salt (1/8 CUCHARADITA) to the water and mix well. If you don't get the usual steam socket after ten minutes, add 1-2 PINCH more salt, as needed, and mix well. Treatment: Add a pinch
of salt at a time, too much salt can cause excessive boiling, blow a fuse or activate a circuit breaker. Where the water is hard, the steam may work properly without the need for salt. Salt and other minerals present in the water will remain within thevaporizer and will not affect steam quality. Help your finger rebordes when handling the steam module by holding
the back of the external cork. See Figure C on the next page. Don't move the fumes while it's working. For information regarding the operation of your steam, call our customer service free dial 1800 477-0457. Instructions: 1. Open the cable before using the mirror to prevent overheating, which can cause a fire. Always disconnect the cable from the electrical
outlet before removing the steam module or when you use the steam. You can cool down before treatment. 2. Fill the water tank. Retreat Steam module, align the arrows at the top with these on the bucket and turn and lift. (Figure A) Fill the container with tap water until the bucket's water level is marked. (Figure B) Don't take it any further. Guests can fill the
wicking maeda with a large sink or bathtub. 3. Add the salt. If the mineral content of your tap water is weak or moderate, add 4 to 5 PINCHES (1/8 teaspoon) of shared table salt in the water and mix well. Salt does not affect the quality of steam or medicine. CAUTION: If you put in too much salt, it can cause excessive boiling or blow a fuse. 4. Replace the
steam module. Keep the steam module submerged for 10 seconds so that the water enters the bucket, then position it properly in the water tank. If the module floats, the tank is too full. (Figure C) 5. Place the fumes safely. Always place the fumes on a solid, flat surface at least 1.2 metres from the beds and out of reach of Deframus and children. To prevent
someone from moving or turning the fumes, make sure the discount is stable and that no one can stumble over the power cord. To avoid hitting the floor, carpet or furniture, place the fumes on a metal surface, waterproof and brown. CAUTION: Do not directly directly directly to person, wall or furniture. You'll get the level of humidity you want anyway. Keep
out of reach of children. Steam can cause severe burns. 6. INHALAR PRODUCT: Get even better results by filling the drug container on a steam module (just above a protective grille) with the product jacket to inhale Kaz. (Figure D) If you are using Vicks' VapoSteam ®, follow the instructions on vapoSteam product packaging. Please pay particular attention
to additional instructions for care and cleaning, daily cleaning area. NOTE: The Vicks VapoSteam product must be poured directly into the vaping water tank (follow the instructions on vapoSteam product packaging). Do not pour into the medical area. (Figure D) 7. Connect the mirror. Plug the power cord into a 110-120V AC power outlet, in good condition
and protected with at least a 15A fuse. Do not use extension cord with this device. This device comes with a polarized plug (one pin wider than a safety device). There's only one way to get the plug into a polarized electrical outlet. If the plug does not fully enter, turn it on. If you still can't get the plug into your socket, call an electrician. The polarized plug is a
safety device, don't avoid it. After a few minutes, Start making a light steamer. If after 10 minutes the medida does not emit steam, you may need to add salt. See the Issues section. Evaporating will automatically stop producing steam when the water has reached the minimum level (about 2 inches -3/4 inches) from the bottom of the tank). The pilot will
continue to operate indicating that the device is connected to the connection. Always unplug the steam module and allow it to cool before removing it from the tank. Do not lift or move the steam when working. 8. Use fresh water and new produce to inhale every time you use maeda. 9. After each use. Drain the remaining water from the tank. Carefully shake it
back and forth to completely empty it. Rinse well, empty and wipe with a clean, dry cloth. NOTE: If you are using vicks VapoSteam product, make sure there is no leftover sauce. Follow the instructions in Handling and Cleaning. Important: For the futs to always work properly, you must follow the cleaning instructions. Some color change notes and black
particles After using the device, the remaining water in the tank may contain black particles and may have changed color, depending on the type of water you live in. These are normal things that do not affect the quality of the steam or the drug. The tank is easily cleaned with soapy water. Rinse and dry after washing. Ventilation If you use a vascation in an
enclosed space or in a small room, occasionally check the correct ventilation as too much moisture will cause condensation stains on the walls. Warning to keep out of reach of children. Keep a close eye on children when using maeda, especially babies who crawl or start walking. Hot fumes from the cane can cause severe burns. The buyer's terms of sale
are responsible for proper maintenance and use of this device in accordance with the printed instructions. The buyer or user must judge for themselves when they must use the device and how long. B C D F Vaporisateur Vicks ® Guide de l'utilisateur diagram DES PIES: A. Paris shed les doigts D. Lentille de veilleuse B. Dispositif de ha-haa contre la vapeur
E. Contenant ? Afin que l'exploitation du vaporisateur soit la plus efficiency et la plus possible sére,LIRE LES instructions SUIVANTES ET LES CONSERVER... Particles of cells from Se-Cluzante to 'Ajaut de Sel'O'. On Dewey Io-o-ely. Contra, Dance Les Rajions O'Le'O Est Sparrow, La And Furister Piotenshan Sans L'Ajaut de Sel. Mays (11 Warning:
Warning of weeeeeee carrying we are aware that many of our customers use household spray in the presence of young children. Keep a close eye on your kids when using your face faster, especially babies who walk on all fours and children who start walking. Please take the time to make them realize that Maeda is not a toy... It is a real medical device that
produces hot fumes and can cause burns and serious injury if children access it. Evaporating should always be placed on a solid, flat, waterproof surface, at least 1.2 meters (4 feet) away from the beds, and out of reach of patients and children. To prevent evaporation or flipping, make sure that the evaporation location is stable and that the power cord is not
where it is at risk of stumbling upon it. Protect the floor, carpet or furniture by placing the sprayer on a non-metallic, waterproof, and heat-resistant surface. Salt add for VAPEUR: The production of sinks is directly related to the mineral content of the water and the extra salt. To activate the vases in areas where the mineral content of the water is low or
moderate, ONDOIT add from 3 to 4 SEL Plucks (1/8 teaspoon) - EAUET Good MÉLANGER. If you don't get adequate steam flow after ten minutes, add one or two people of salt, if necessary, and mix well. WARNING: Add only one PYTH salt at a time, as too much salt can cause excessive boiling, fuse roasting or turning on a breaker. In areas where water
is rough, evaporating can function properly without the addition of salt. Salt and other minerals in the water remain in the steam and do not affect the purity of the steam. Use PRISES FOR DOIGTS when handling the steam unit, and holding the back of the cover outside. See Figure C. Don't move the evaporating when it's on. If you have questions about how
evaporating work, call our customer service at no cost 1-800-477-0457. Instructions: 1. Disable the alarm before use. If it's not done, it can cause overheating and increase the risk of fire. Always disconnect the cable from the socket before removing the steamer or when the maeda is not used. Allow Ade to cool down before treatment. 2. Fill the container
Remove the tourner and lever steamer by aligning the arrows on top of it with those on the bowl (Figure A). Fill the container with tap water, until WATER LIVE RESE is on the bowl (Fig. 2). Don't convert the filling. You can also fill Maeda Wicks with a larger bathtub or a bathtub. 3. Add salt. When using tap water with a low or moderate mineral content, ADD
4-5 PluckS (1/8 teaspoon) of plain table salt with water, then mix well. Salt does not affect the purity of steam or medicine. WARNING: Too much salt may cause excessive boiling or fuse. 4. Put the steamboat back in place. Hold the steamboat for ten seconds to allow water to enter the water and position it properly in the tank. If the steamboat is floating, the
tank is too full (Fig C). 5. Steam safely. The fumes should always be placed on a solid, flat surface, at least 1.2 meters (4 feet) away from the beds, and out of reach of patients and children. To prevent the fumes from moving, make sure that the evaporator location is stable and that the electrical wire is not in the area where it may trip over it. Protect the floor,
carpet or furniture by placing the steam on a non-metallic, waterproof, and heat-resistant surface. CAUTION: Avoid edoing steam per person, wall or furniture. We'll still get the moisture we want. Keep the stairs out of reach. Steam can cause severe burns. 6. From evaporation inhalation: For optimal results, fill the medicine container on the steamer (just
above the sink) with a glass of volatile buffets (Figure D). If you are using VapoSteam ® Vicks, follow the instructions on vapoSteam product packaging. Please note especially the additional cleaning instructions given to the daily maintenance section of the maintenance and cleaning instructions. NOTE: Pour Vicks VapoSteam product directly into the vapic
water tank (see instructions on vapoSteam product packaging); There is no location in the medicine container (Figure D). 7. Connect the device. Plug the power cord into a 110-120 volt jack in good condition and is protected by a fuse of at least 15 amps. Do not use Device. As a safety device, this product is equipped with a polarized plug (a file that blades
one wider than the other). This plug can only be inserted from one box into the polarized electrical outlet. If the plug is not completely plug-in, turn on the plug. If the plug is not allayed yet, contact an electrician. Avoid bypassing the security feature of polarized Lafisch. After a few minutes, the steam will produce light fumes. If the unit doesn't produce steam
within ten minutes, it could be because salt needs to be added. Please see the list in the Troubleshooting section. The steam stops automatically when the water reaches a minimum level (about 2 inches (3/4 inches) from the bottom of the tank). The washing machine stays to indicate that the futs are connected to the place. Always unplug the steamer and let
it cool before emptying the water in the tank. Do not lift or move the steam when it is running. 8. Use fresh and new inhalants whenever the steam is used. 9. After each use. Empty the remaining water in the water tank. Gently shake the container to completely empty it. Rinse the container properly, empty it and wipe it with a clean, dry cloth. See the
Maintenance and Cleaning section. Important: To keep the steam running properly, be sure to follow maintenance and cleaning instructions. Note Special color change and black particles after using the device, black particles can be found in water that remains at the bottom drawn, in some areas the water and bottom of the tank may change color. These
effects are normal and do not affect the purity of steam or the drug. The container is easily cleaned with soap and water. Rinse and wipe the container after cleaning. Ventilation When using a maeda in a closed or small room, regularly check for suitable ventilation, as too much moisture can cause condensation stains on the walls. A warning warning alerts
the city. Keep a close eye on children when the fumes are on, especially babies and children who are starting to walk. Sprays produce hot fumes that can cause severe burns. Terms of Sale Terms of Sale: Buyer assumes Proper maintenance and use of this device, in accordance with our written instructions. The buyer or user must judge for themselves
when the device should be used and how long it will last. Illustration in Figure C k ® and Pop-® Figure D This guide is related to the following products: Products:
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